Senior Citrix System Engineer for
Lean-On’s High-Performance VDI Cloud
Are you ready for the next challenge? Become a true champion in the next
generation VDI cloud fabric and be part of a great team.

Lean-On have the greatest customers who demand high business value from their cloud provider.
Our promise is the ultimate technology platform and services, which deliver an outstanding user
experience and business value, while our team have the greatest projects and technologies to work
with.
Lean-On is on the move and constantly investigating ways to increase customer satisfaction and
onboard new challenging cloud projects. We never compromise the delivery of an outstanding user
experience at a competitive price. We learn from our mistakes, and our enterprise VDI cloud and
ecosystems of advanced services empower our customers to achieve their business goals.
We use the leading technologies from partners such as Microsoft, Intel, Ivanti, AMD, Nvidia, Citrix,
and Oracle and have optimized an extreme high-end hardware platform, delivering a desktop at
unprecedented speed. The cloud fabric contains a management system for our customers’
infrastructure, and we use the experience to constantly improve customer value.
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We are Currently Seeking a Senior Citrix Engineer
As our new Senior Citrix Engineer, you will be working with an always expanding toolset to optimize
our VDI Cloud Fabric.
You need to be experienced in the following technologies:
• Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
• Citrix Collaboration and Endpoint
• Citrix ADC
You will be spending your time mostly on our Citrix technologies, but also other relevant services.
Our VDI cloud is an all-stack infrastructure, and you will be working closely with other experts in our
team. All which have many years of experience and a holistic approach on the entire technology
stack.
Your future colleagues expect a self-driven team player, who enjoys collaborating with other people
and embrace a great work culture.
Location: Stilling near Aarhus.

Ready for the Next Generation of VDI in the Cloud?
As we are now moving into the next growth phase, we of course offer an attractive compensation
package matching the new position.
We would like to hear from you if you miss a great challenge and would like to be at the forefront,
making your mark on optimizing and automating a VDI cloud for the future, in a company with a
great DNA and culture.
If you have any questions regarding the position, please contact Head of Project, Datacenter &
Operations Jeppe Strangholt on tel. +45 2327 5146.
Please forward your application to job@lean-on.com. Applications are reviewed on an ongoing
basis. We look forward to hearing from you!
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